Silicon-Based Dielectric Metamaterials: Focus on the Current Synthetic Challenges.
Metamaterials have optical properties that are unprecedented in nature. They have opened new horizons in light manipulation, with the ability to bend, focus, completely reflect, transmit, or absorb an incident wave front. Optically active metamaterials in particular could be used for applications ranging from 3D information storage to photovoltaic cells. Silicon (Si) particles are some of the most promising building blocks for optically active metamaterials, with high scattering efficiency coupled to low light absorption for visible frequencies. However, to date ideal Si building blocks cannot be produced by bulk synthesis techniques. The key is to find a synthetic route to produce Si building blocks between 75-200 nm in diameter of uniform size and shape, that are crystalline, have few impurities, and little to no porosity. This Review provides a theoretical background on Si optical properties for metamaterials, an overview of current synthetic methods and gives direction towards the most promising routes to ideal Si particles for metamaterials.